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 Mankind has known numerous kinds of peculiar disappearance since the dawn of 

time. Present day scientists can empirically explain most of them, but there are also 

instances when the current level of knowledge does not suffice to give an ample 

explanation to certain events due to the lack of clear evidences and coherent witnesses. 

The cosmos itself can attest to the fact that there are thousands, if not millions of 

mysteries in our universe happening every hour a movie starts, every minute the leaves 

fall from a tree and every second the heart pumps blood; waiting for mankind to 

assimilate adequate understanding and unravel the secrecy behind nature. However, after 

what happened on the night of March 8 2014, the prevailing news about the 

disappearance of the Malaysian Flight MH370 has stirred and caught the attention of 

numerous people, especially the mass media.  Theories emerged from every corner,  but 

the two talked about speculations are: extraterrestrial intrusion of man’s activity or a 

critical mechanical failure. 

 Ever since the plane was nowhere to be found, the Internet world was flooded 

with assumptions and suggestion to answer the thickening mystery. Some UFO 

investigation organizations started their own moves in unearthing their own versions of 

the answer based historical occurrences on alien activities here on earth. Though, there 

are very few UFO cases where an airplane is involved and then it just disappears, they 



still continued their pursuit. Articles advanced from satire websites in the virtual 

community like wildfire claiming that ‘aliens’ probably abducted the plane and that is the 

reason why there are no sufficient evidences and trails in its wake. Thousands of 

Facebook users shared the news, and even commented that aliens have started to visit the 

planet. 

 On the other hand, the non-fictional explanations come after the doubtful 

supernatural reports. A similar event happened in the past where in an airplane crashed 

into the Indian Ocean, but debris was found and survivors continued to live after mishap. 

There were three Ethiopians demanding to fly to Australia at that time where they wanted 

to seek a political asylum. Survivors later recounted that the three had seen in the inflight 

magazine that the 767 could fly to Australia, but would not believe what the flight crew 

told them -- that this only applied to a fully fueled plane, not one that only had on board 

the fuel needed for the short hop from Ethiopia to Kenya. The captain of the plane tried to 

fool them by flying down the coast of Africa and on to the Comoros Islands, in the Indian 

Ocean, where he hoped to make an emergency landing. Fuel ran out a short distance from 

the airport at Grande Comore, and the crew attempted ditching in the sea. Hijackers 

attacked the pilots physically as they attempted to land in the water, resulting in a 

catastrophic cataclysm that killed 125 of the 175 people on board. In contrast to the 

Boeing 767, there were no known communication or even passengers that can attest to 

what happened inside the plane and also there were no group of people who were seeking 

for a political asylum in other countries. Secondly, there was no evidence seen that the 

MH370 crashed into the Indian Ocean since no precise debris was recovered in the 

international operation in search of the plane.  And lastly, unlike the to what happened in 



the Ethiopian 767, there were no known survivors of the Malaysian airplane that had 

gone missing weeks after it flew and the leads of the Malaysian police is hardly logical 

that at some point some speculations about defective failures and malfunctions seems to 

be more plausible. 

 The Malaysian airplane MH370’s mysterious disappearance could be a deliberate 

interference of a being unknown to mankind or a mere mechanical failure resulting in 

hundreds of people missing and unable to pinpoint the airbus itself. The first likely reason 

or cause why the Malaysian airplane is nowhere to be seen is that the source can be fire. 

It is one of the most widely held conjectures of experts and civilians alike, that a fire on 

board has smothered all travellers but burned out before damaging the exterior of the 

plane. This would probably explain why the aircraft can be surmised is on autopilot, 

would fly such a long distance off course that it crashed with a huge explosion where the 

wings were torn apart like paper and plummeted straight down into the depths. Second is 

that there could be cracks in the airplane. Months before the plane’s mysterious absence, 

there was a warning addressed to some airlines of a problem with cracks in Boeing 777s 

that could lead to a mid-air break up or a catastrophic drop in pressure. A failure like this 

would leave the aircraft vulnerable to a rapid decompression and loss of structural 

integrity. And lastly, a catastrophic system failure took place. Though this will highly not 

happen at all, but it is not impossible. The systems could have been shut down one by one 

quickly enough that the pilot and its crew did not have enough time to send a distress 

signal to the airport. If this happened, it could still fly which would explain why MH370 

ended up travelling far beyond its destination. In conclusion, the MH370 flew to a point 

along the more southern of the two arcs where it may have ended up. That puts it 



somewhere in the Indian Ocean, where it might have suffered a fate similar to that of the 

Boeing 767 on the 23rd of November 1996.  
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